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The frustrating world of todays’ banking

MARIA

Maria needs 100$ to pay a bill

So Maria goes to her local bank to ask for 100$

- That is slow to react so she can’t pay her bill in time

- Implements interest rates that are 5 to 7 times higher than actual 
interest rates

- The bank considers Maria too small so denies her to banking

ABI

ABI wants to save 100$ for later

So Abi deposits his 100$ at his local bank

- That renders no longer interests as market rates are too low

- That invoices him with holding fees to keep his 100$

- Banks can print money whenever they decide, creating 
devaluation. ABI will only receive 70$ of the 100$ he deposited.

Banks have become powerfull institutions creating frustration at userside.

Unsatisfying response

Unsatisfying response



WELCOME TO SPHERIUM.FINANCE

A DECENTRALIZED AND BORDERLESS FINANCIAL SYSTEM GIVING USERS CONTROL OF THEIR FINANCES

So what if People can start taking control of their own money ?

Have easy and secure money deposits !

Receive loans without the hassle with banks? 

MARIAABI

Receiving loans without hassleSecure Value-returning deposits

SpheriumSpherium
Smart Contracts



We are addressing a HUGE market

WELCOME TO SPHERIUM.FINANCE

According to the World Bank (2018)

1,7 billion adults don’t have access to a bank !

Two third of them have a mobile phone !

In those countries, each year, ± 180k people get connected for the first time to banking.



We are addressing a HUGE market

Even in Europe and USA

COVID-19 increases every day the number of unbanked people: 

the number of homeless people (+35% in one year)

The number of people with bank interdiction (+21% in Q3/Q4 2020)

SPHERIUM.FINANCE 
is on a global mission to address all unbanked people !

.



And DeFi is happening NOW !

Expected yields (%) for assets supported for staking on Binance.com

The total value locked in DeFi hit an all-
time-high of $14.4B by November 2020 
(from $0.5B in March 2020)

The decentralized lending platform 
MakerDAO dominates the overall market 
at 19.23%

The Yield Farming frenzy causes the TVL of
DeFi to skyrocket.

RECORD GROWTH ACROSS THE DeFi MARKET



Uniswap is a fully decentralized protocol for automated

liquidity provision on Ethereum. Current valuation at $5

Billion.

Ref: Nasdaq.

Compound is an algorithmic money market protocol on

Ethereum that lets users earn interest or borrow assets against

collateral. Current valuation: $1.2 Billion.

Ref: coingecko.com.

COMPETITIVE MARKET SIZING COMPARISON

Frontier's platform is blockchain-agnostic and currently supports

multiple DeFi protocols, including Uniswap, Aave, Compound

and MakerDAO. Currentvaluation: $1 Billion.

Ref: theblockcrypto.com

SWAPS

LENDING AND 

BORROWING 

DEX WALLET



DEFI’S BIGGEST CHALLENGES

1. Most of the apps, which allow users to track their portfolio are complex to use. 

2. All DeFi products are actually isolated. For example, Uniswap only handles swaps and 

liquidity pools, whereas Compound only deals with lending and borrowing services. 

3. Decentralised lending and borrowing products are new and limited difficult to use and is 

targeted at certain types of users with technological know-how, as a result decentralized 

finance is failing in wealth creation for the basic user. 

SPHERIUM.FINANCE
BRINGS ALL BRICKS TOGETHER INSIDE ONE SINGLE CONSISTENT PLATFORM!



NOT JUST ANOTHER DeFi App

Our extreme easy UI-UX designs were to enable every users in 

any country in the world to use and access our services.



WHAT IS SPHERIUM ?

The Spherium ecosystem stands on the

shoulders of DeFi's predecessors and

provides the best solutions for problems

faced by traditional finance by offering a

transparent, decentralized, cross-chain,

and user-friendly one-stop platform.

Phase I will focus on foundational 

services to implement all the key 
bricks for the ecosystem,

Phase II will enhance the 

platform by adding extra 

functionalities to Spherium. 



HyperSwap:
● Decentralized Asset Swap based on an automated market-making

mechanism.

● Layer 2 (or Application layer) protocols for mitigating the high transaction

cost (Gas fee) while maintaining the security guarantee of Layer 1 (or

Settlement layer).

● Cross Chain Swap using platforms such as RENVM.

SPH token: Utility token that will be used for the governance of the Spherium

ecosystem

Spherium Wallet: Decentralised wallet for Spherium products and services.

SphereComp: Decentralized money markets where investors can lend or borrow

digital assets with interest rates determined by the law of supply and demand.

THE SOLUTION: PHASE I DEPLOYMENT



● Cross-chain Interoperability

● Spherium token synthetic factory

● SphereVault

● SpherePortfolio

● SphereLock

● SphereEX

PHASE II DEPLOYMENT



WE SOLVE A DEFI WALLET PROBLEM

The current non-custodial wallets have great features but none

of them offers access to multiple in house products, rather users

are left confused.

Most of the time for a user to participate in one ecosystem, they

have to download multiple wallets to access these isolated

products on different platforms. Hence, a very painful and time-

consuming experience, and hardly understandable for the

average user.



NOT JUST AN ORDINARY WALLET

Along with solving the problem of isolated services in DeFI space, Spherium

brings not just wallet composability to every user but also enables

applications such as Trust wallet, Metamask, Coinbase wallet, Fortmatic

and other web3 based mobile wallet to interact with Spherium ecosystem.

Spherium will continuously support more wallets as upgrade happens, and

there are no limits on the wallets we can support. Cutting edge features,

such as post-quantum cryptography powered security and multi-signature

aggregation capabilities will be part of the wallet in the roadmap ahead.



WHAT IS SPHERIUM $SPH TOKEN? 

Spherium native token $SPH is a multi-purpose built native utility
token that is designed to incentivise users access to DeFi.

$SPH will be a DeFi token that will be available to all users to
capture the wealth generated via the token’s incentivisation in the
ecosystem, in a fair and open system.

More use cases will be added as Spherium ecosystem grows.

Immediate use cases
● Staking on Spherium chain
● $SPH governance
● Ecosystem discounts 

● Low interest rates 
● Deflationary integration 

Long Term use cases
● $SPH Holder events 
● Community events 
● Referral programs 
● Premium services Unlock 
● Gasless transactions
● Collateralized borrowing 
● Staking rewards 
● Token social gamification 

● Liquidity provider rewards 

$SPH



SPHERIUM ECONOMIC MODEL 

The Spherium token (SPH) is designed for the 
immediate, mid term and long term value 
capture.

Seed investors vesting creates long-term alignment, whilst

private round investors create a mid and long term

alignment, these vesting models are a powerful way to

incentivise early network participants to increase the value of

the token



2020 MILESTONES ACHIEVED 

APRIL MAY JUNE JULY

Brainstorming begins, the 
basic principles of the idea 
is discussed, and the team 
decided to make an in 
depth research in DeFi and 
current banking problems 
to study feasibility. 

Phase 1 of research 
concludes satisfactory, and 
focused were made in 
wallets, debts and swaps. 
Further, phase 2 research 
was undertaken by the 
team.  

Phase 2 research 
concludes and results were 
discussed by the team to 
begin a plan and 
assessment on market 
sizing and final feasibility 
report. 

Phase 2 of research 
concludes and results were 
discussed by the team to 
begin a plan and 
assessment on market 
sizing and final feasibility 
report. 

AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER

Founders and collaborators 
recruited, developers 
shortlisted and team 
building process begins
Product architect and lead 
researcher begin work on 
the task ahead.

Product architect and lead 
researcher begin work on 
the task ahead. Whitepaper 
and product development 
planning begins.

Product development 
reach milestone, UI/UX 
team completes mobile 
and web app designs, MVP 
ready. website beta version 
launched, alpha version, in 
build phase. 

Product development 
progress visited, 
whiteppaper version 1.0 
published. Token 
economics paper version 
1.0 complete. 



ROADMAP



FULLY LIQUID MARKET CAP

Intangible Assets: 

- Community of over 5k members
- Multinational and interdisciplinary 

team with various industry experts
- Innovative whitepaper with multiple 

USPs and use cases
- Websites, Apps, smart contracts, code

Tokens Price Market Cap

Seed Round 10’000’000 USD 0.09 USD 9’000’000

Private Sale Round 20’000’000 USD 0.14 USD 14’000’000

Public Round 1’000’000 USD 0.21 USD 21’000’000



CONTACT US

LINKEDIN

SPHERIUM

TWITTER

@SPHERIUMFINANCE

EMAIL
IR@SPHERIUM.FINANCE

Telegram
SPHERIUM.FINANCE

http://linkedin.com/company/spherium-labs
https://twitter.com/spheriumw?s=21
https://t.me/SpheriumCommunity


Quotes

"Up until recently, fintechs and
banks have been all about
innovating on the front-end—the
user experience. Now, DeFi is
helping the back-end innovate."

Stani Kulechov, Founder and CEO @ Aave

What DeFi brings to the table is a
way to take the matter of trust out
of the hands of a few main players,
and write it into the very code on
which it runs.

Ruaridh O’Donnell, Cofounder @Kava

If you want to send, lend or borrow 
money, you don't need to join a 
private network like PayPal or 
Fedwire or a bank.'"

Peter Johnson, Partner @ Jump Capital


